
 

Searching for a sound bank that can be relied on to meet all your needs? Then look no further than the Luxonix Purity Sound Bank! Whether you're looking for a classical choir, a plucked string instrument, or an FM synth bass, this sound bank has it all. With high definition samples recorded at 129khz/44.1khz and an incredible 16-hour loop length, nothing is left to be desired. But wait! That's not
even where it ends... Sophisticated tools are included to guide you through the creation of your sound banks. Record, overdub, loop, and manipulate samples. Don't worry about losing your place - the clean interface makes it easy to get back to where you were. You'll also enjoy an array of plugins that are sure to assist in the creation or enhancement of your sounds. Whether you're into equalization,
limiting, reverb, or other effects - this software is for YOU. All of these features come packaged at a low LOW price. How many sound banks with all of this has ever been bundled for this low of a price? With the Purity Sound Bank, you can get everything you could possibly need at an amazingly low price. And no matter which instruments or sounds that you choose to use, you will more than likely
find that there is something that suits your needs. Whether the church organ, the harp, or the didgeridoo; Luxonix has got it covered! Everything is here at your fingertips! Start producing quality tracks today with the Purity Sound Bank!  

 

Winner - Best Video Software (18 Video Creators Institute Awards) www.vidcai. com Winner - Best Desktop Software (Media & Technology Awards 2010) www.mediatoday.com.au  

Singers, instrumentalists, choirs, orchestral sections, soloists and sound effects - all of them are represented in this sound bank! Don't miss out on creating your own beautiful vocals with the Luxonix Purity Sound Bank. Guitar players will be pleased to hear that there is now a guitar sound bank available for download! The Purity Sound Bank contains guitar samples that are suitable for the player who
needs the ultimate guitar sound but doesn't want to loose his/her place in their music production journey by switching to hardware synthesizers.
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